
Crooked Tower / Whacky Tower

Safety instructions:

 The playhouse is designed for 3-12 years olds only.

 Never allow children to play without (parental) supervision.

 Do not climb or play on the roof of the playhouse.

 The playhouses are designed for use by two children with a total weight of no more than 100kgs.

Assembly

 The playhouse requires adult assembly.

 It is recommended to secure the playhouse's that have a platform to the ground using ground anchors (which are

available to purchase separately). This provides stability and safety.

 Never place the playhouses on hard surfaces like concrete or asphalt. A fall from a playhouse onto a hard surface

could cause serious injury. Playhouses higher than 60cm. (24 inches) must be installed on a shock-absorbing

surface like grass, play bark or sand. This should cover an area of at least 1.50 metres around the playhouse.

 Place the playhouse on a level surface and at least 2.00 metres away from other constructions and obstacles like

houses, garages, fences, branches or clotheslines.

 Never place the playhouse on a wet surface.

 If the playhouse has a slide, it is advised not to position the slide facing south. This is due to heat from the sun which

could make the slide hot to touch.

Material
The playhouses are made of fir wood. This type of wood provides a natural protection against wood rot, mould and vermin. All

the fir wood has been Heat Treated before production. As extra protection and finish, the wood has been treated with a

water-based stain. This naturally-based stain is an environmentally-friendly product.

Maintenance

 Regularly check the play house for splinters. You must also check the screws and the strength of the fixings. Where

applicable, tighten the screws and nuts. ‘Regularly’ is understood to mean: after assembly and twice a month during

the outdoor playing season.

 Check the condition of the stain every year. To ensure the product’s durability, The playhouse must be given a new

layer of stain every year. Use a water-based paint or a wood stain.

 If these checks are not carried out the toy could overturn or otherwise become a hazard.

PLEASE NOTE!

 The playhouse is designed for outdoor use only.

 Make sure that the playhouse is placed on a suitable surface

 For family domestic use only

 The playhouses are designed for personal use. It is not suitable to be hired out or to be placed in public areas like

schools or day-care centres. The guarantee and any other liabilities shall expire if the playhouse is hired out or used

in public areas.

 Wood is a natural product that is subject to weather influences that could cause the wood to warp and split. The

guarantee does not cover damage caused by weather influences, such as cracks in the wood and/or warping of the

panels which do not have a negative influence on the construction of the playhouse.

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD. Item contains small parts. Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts. Check

equipment regularly for loose splinters which may occur.





Assembly instructions

Fix part W, X and V together using no 1 Screws Attach BB, EE, AA, DD, Y and GG as Shown above

Attach parts FF as shown Make up the house base using LL,MM,NN

Part Z slots on to the base as shown



Build the house using, A, B, C & D Now slot the floor panels part U in. Fix the base
of the house to the frame using no3 screws

Attach the roof panels E & F Attach part H onto the roof and part R onto
Fix parts P,Q,O & N on the side as shown             the side as shown



To build the chimney attach parts To make the steps attach JJ, HH & II
I,J,K,L & M together

Fix the steps and the slide onto the base. Then attach the chimney on to the top of the house.

Now attach the door handles and window handles.
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